Many computer systems that automatically control nancial applications are required to handle large amounts of data with timing constraints imposed on the data and on the transactions that access the data. Traditional database technology, however, is not designed to manage perishable (time-constrained) data of nancial applications, such as "current" stock prices and trading volumes in index arbitrage transactions. Furthermore, traditional database systems are not capable of scheduling the time-constrained transactions in nancial applications, such as transactions that must be performed within time bounds of guaranteed price quotations. This paper presents a schema model of real-time object-oriented database that addresses these weaknesses and shows how this model can support a form of intelligent program stock trading called index arbitrage. This paper also illustrates the use of a protocol called timed atomic commitment, which is an extension of traditional distributed database atomic commitment protocol, to perform index arbitrage transactions using our real-time object-oriented database model.
Introduction
In many applications computer systems manage large amounts of data where there are timing constraints on the data and on the transactions that access the data. For instance, in database systems that support intelligent program stock trading Miller, Miller, & Brennan, 1991] , \current" stock prices and volumes of stocks can only be considered valid for short periods of time and are thus time-constrainted data. Similarly, database transactions initiated by a computer program for stock trading may be constrained to be completed before the deadline imposed by guaranteed price quotations from brokers. Such applications require a real-time database management system. Traditional database management systems (DBMS) are concerned with maintaining logical consistency of persistent data and providing good average response time for transactions. Although real-time DBMSs may still have persistent data, some of their data may also be perishable because it may become invalid after a certain amount of time (e.g., stock prices). Consequently, real-time DBMSs must be concerned with both logical consistency and temporal consistency of data. Also, since the success of a transaction in a real-time DBMS can depend on meeting its timing constraints, the real-time DBMS must be concerned with scheduling transactions to meet timing constraints instead of simply optimizing average transaction response time.
Recently, there has been limited research directed towards developing relational realtime databases that can support such real-time applications Ramamritham, 1993; Son, Yannopoulos, Kim & Iannacone, 1992] . Although the relational data model is useful for many applications, we believe that it is not as well-suited as an object-oriented data model Zdonik & Maier, 1990] for many applications that require complex data, complex relationships among data, and rst-class support for timing constraints. As we show in Section 2.2, the encapsulation and complex data representation of the object-oriented model facilitates the expression and enforcement of complex constraints found in nancial databases. Unfortunately, although there has been signi cant recent work done in developing object-oriented databases, there has been little work done on real-time object-oriented databases. This paper describes the schema model of a real-time object-oriented database that incorporates the ability to express absolute temporal consistency constraints on a data object attribute, relative temporal consistency among attributes of a data object, and relative temporal consistency among attributes of di erent data objects. In addition to expressing temporal consistency of data, our real-time object-oriented database model supports expression and enforement of transaction timing constraints.
As an example of an application with time-constrained transactions, consider a form of program trading called index arbitrage where an investor uses program trading to take a position in a stock index futures contract on an exchange, such as the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), and simultaneously takes an opposite position in a basket of stocks that replicates the underlying index of the futures contract on a stock exchange, such as the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). We assume that the system's database is tied directly to price information from the stock market and to the futures market through a quotation services company's reporting system Spectrum Sta , 1987] . We further assume that the system is tied to an automatic order execution system 1 that would accept orders in electronic form for the exchange-listed stocks.
Using the data stored in the database, the system computes the di erence between a futures contract at the futures exchange and the actual stocks at the stock exchange. If the price di erence is more than the carrying cost (the cost of short term money less the dividends received during the holding period) plus the transaction cost (broker's fees and the cost of conducting the exchange), the computer will initiate a transaction with brokers at respective exchanges. However, when the orders are actually placed, the prices for the stocks and the futures may have already changed; if the transaction is not executed while the price data is valid, the investor may turn a pro t opportunity into a loss. In order to reduce the risk posed by perishable data, the investor must ensure that he can buy and sell the stocks and futures at the prices he gets from his database. One way to facilitate ensuring a guaranteed pro t is for the investor to obtain a guaranteed quotation from his brokers. A guaranteed quotation is a typical price quotation along with a guarantee that the quotation will be good for a certain time interval (e.g. from the time of the quotation for 30 minutes).
The data's timing constraints from the guaranteed quotations in the index arbitrage application, as well as external timing constraints that may be imposed for other reasons (e.g. a deadline to obtain capital for another purchase, or to complete by the close of the exchange), must be used to schedule the index arbitrage transaction. There have been several techniques developed to support real-time scheduling of database transactions Abbott & Garcia-Molina, 1988; Harista, Livny & Carey, 1990] . Most of these techniques use a deadlinedriven scheduling hueristic. Unfortunately, determining how to decompose execution into transactions and how to establish the deadline for each transaction is non-trivial.
Our solution to performing such an index arbitrage uses a traditional database protocol called atomic commitment Berstein, Hadzilacos, & Goodman, 1986] . and a recent real-time extension called timed atomic commitment Davidson, Lee, & Wolfe, 1991] . Traditional atomic commitment requires that either all of a set of actions, such as committing writes to data objects, is performed, or none are performed. In timed atomic commitment, coordinating all-or-nothing behavior must be done under timing constraints. Index arbitrage 1 DOT and Super DOT are examples of automated order execution systems in use at the NYSE.
can be considered a timed atomic commitment: Before carrying out the buying and selling of futures and stocks, the investor's program must determine from the database that a suitable pro t is guaranteed and that the buy/sell actions can be performed within timing constraints. If these conditions can not be met, the investor does not initiate a purchase and loses nothing. Using the terminology of traditional atomic commitment: if both the buying and selling of futures and stocks occur, the system has committed; if neither is carried out, then the system has aborted. In an timed environment, there is another outcome: If one or both parts of the transaction miss their deadline (perhaps due to a communication failure), a loss may occur and the system is in an exception state calling for recovery. A centralized two-phase commit protocol has been developed for timed atomic commitment Davidson, et al., 1991] ; in this paper, we adopt this protocol to express a timed-constrained transaction for index arbitrage in our real-time object-oriented database schema model. Section 2 describes related work in the elds of program stock trading, databases for nancial applications, real-time databases, and real-time protocols. Section 3 presents our model of an object-oriented real-time database and illustrates its use for the index arbitrage application. Section 4 presents the timed atomic commit protocol and its application to the index arbitrage example in our real-time object-oriented database model. This section also describes our real-time object-oriented database testbed. Section 5 summarizes.
Application and Related Work
To motivate the need for real-time object-oriented database support for program stock trading, we rst discuss the requirements of an example index arbitrage application. We then review related work on databases for nancial applications, real-time databases, and object-oriented real-time databases. This review shows that current nancial applications do not take advantage of new database technology like real-time databases and that current real-time databases can better support nancial applications through the use of the object-oriented data model.
Index Arbitrage
Index arbitrage is one of seventeen strategies implemented using program stock trading Market Volitility and Investor Con dence Panel, 1990] . It involves taking a position in a derivative index product, such as stock index futures, and simultaneously taking an opposite position in a basket of stocks that replicates the underlying index of the futures contract. This transaction is carried out in order to pro t from the price di erence between the basket and the derivative product. Suppose, for example, a \current" S&P 500 futures contract is priced lower than the underlying basket of actual stocks. An investor could make pro t by \simultaneously" buying the futures contract and selling the underlying stocks.
Stock index arbitrage can use the S&P 500 as the futures leg (S&P 500 futures contract is traded at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange). The S&P 500 futures contract is based on the S&P 500 Composite Stock Price Index. It allows the investor to buy or sell, in a convenient and economical way, the equivalent of a portfolio of the 500 stocks that comprise the index. The contracts are priced at 500 times the level of the S&P 500 index. For instance, if the current S&P index level is 252, the price of the contract will be $126,000. However, a contract can be purchased with a small down payment, with no interest charged on the outstanding balance. Theoretically, the price of the futures contract should be set at the same level as the underlying stock index (cash market). However, under certain circumstances, price di erences in the markets occur and provide arbitrage opportunities to investors.
Index arbitrage between the cash and the futures markets becomes pro table when the di erence between the futures price (F) and the futures "fair" value exceeds transaction costs (t). The fair value equals the cash price (S) plus expected "carrying costs" (c). There is a pro table index arbitrage opportunity whenever:
If the futures price is low compared to cash prices for the stocks, the investor buys the futures contract and simultaneously sells the underlying basket of stocks. He then invests the proceeds from the transaction in risk-free securities and holds the position until the futures settlement date. If the relative futures price is high, the investor buys the stock and sells the futures contract.
Example Index Arbitrage. We now show a hypothetical instance of a successful index arbitrage. In late January of a certain year, the S&P 500 index was at 386; the T-bill rate was at 5%; the annual dividend yield of the S&P 500 was 4%; and the S&P 500 futures contract with a March 20 expiration date was at 388. If the index suddenly dropped to 380 while the futures contract remained at 388, an index arbitrage program would determine that a transaction should be carried out. The program would have computed that, since the di erence had widened to 8 points (388 -380), it would become pro table to sell the futures and buy the stocks that replicate the index. The program would determine that the transaction would require $10,192,000. Of that gure, $9,880,000 would buy the stock shares with a market value equivalent to 52 contracts at $500 380 per S&P 500 contract. An amount of $312,000 would be used to sell an equal number of contracts (52 contracts at the $6,000 down payment price per contract). On March 20, when the contract expired, the investor must then sell the stock involved and settle the futures contracts. No matter where the S&P 500 index closes on this date, pro t is the same because it has been locked in since the time the index arbitrage program performed the transaction. Consider the computation of the investor's pro t on March 20 under the following two scenarios:
Scenario 1:S&P 500 Index closes at 375
Scenario 2: S&P 500 Index closes at 392 Pro t from settlement of futures Pro t from sale of $9,880,000 stock (388-375) * $500 * 52 (S&P 500 rose to 392 from 380) $338,000 (1 -380/392) * $9,880,000 $312,000 Plus cash dividend received on Plus cash dividend received on $9,880,000 worth of stocks $9,880,000 worth of stocks ($9,880,000 * 4% * 1/4) $98,800 ($9,880,000 * 4% * 1/4) $98,800 Less loss on sale of $9,880,000 stock Less loss on settlement of futures (S&P 500 dropped from 380 to 375) (388-392) * $500 * 52 (1 -375/380) * $9,880,000 $130,000 $104,000 Total Pro t (before transaction costs) $306,800 Total Pro t (before transaction costs) $306,800 Annual rate of return on $10,192,000
Annual rate of return on $10,192,000 (306,800/$10,192,000) * 4 * 100%)
12.04% (306,800/$10,192,000) * 4 * 100%) 12.04%
The annual return (before transaction costs) in both instances was 12.04%, which exceeds the investor's alternative return of 5% on T-bills, making the transaction worthwhile Amling, 1989] . Determining these price di erences is greatly facilitated by the use of program stock trading. This program trading relies on \current" data from many sources as illustrated above, and on execution occurring within timing constraints imposed by the transaction. Consequently, a database for such applications should support time-constrained data, timeconstrained execution, and complex relationships among data.
Related Work
Current Databases Used For Program Trading. Most database systems currently in use in nancial applications are commercial products that do not provide direct support for the unique requirements of program trading. Thus, instead of being treated as a property of the database, these requirements are often either neglected or treated in an ad hoc manner in the system. Traditional index arbitrage transactions are mostly done by human experts that typically use spreadsheet programs (e.g. Lotus 123, Excel) and traditional commercial database programs (e.g. dBase, FoxPro, Oracle, etc.) to store and extract their data. Some recent work in expert systems for stock trading uses sophisticated computer technology, but still uses ordinary database support. Viau 1993] uses seven modules in a rule-based expert system called Igor to pre-digest relevant information for deciding whether to buy or sell stocks. Each module in Igor has its own database, but no special database technology is applied. Lirov, Aloni, and Grinfeld 1993] use embedded arti cial intelligence for trading oor support. Their system uses heterogeneous databases for the integration of projects and resources, but their databases provide no direct support for real-time data. Jang and Lai 1993] use large scale databases of time series in stock market prediction. Their databases contain time information, but only as historical information; they do not use time as a database constraint.
Real-Time Databases. Recently there has been research to develop real-time databases that directly support time-constrained transactions and time-constrained data. Ramamritham 1993] provides an excellent introduction into the issues of real-time databases. One of the di erences between a real-time and a non-real-time database is that the real-time database must store timestamps indicating when temporally sensitive data (like \current" stock prices) was written to the database. Using these timestamps, a real-time database must also extend the data constraint mechanism of non-real-time databases to include absolute temporal consistency constraints where data must be updated by a speci c time, and relative temporal consistency constraints where timestamps of two data objects must be within a given interval of each other.
Another di erence between real-time and non-real-time database management systems is that transaction scheduling for real-time should seek to optimize meeting transaction timing constraints and priorities, not necessarily average transaction throughput as is often done in non-real-time systems. Techniques to provide real-time transaction scheduling include priority-driven techniques, earliest-deadline-rst techniques Harista, et al, 1993] , and hybrid scheduling techniques Abbott & Garcia-Molina, 1988; Huang, Stankovic, Towsley, & Ramamritham, 1989] . Concurrency control techniques must also be adjusted for the requirements of real-time. Typically these techniques relax serializability as the concurrency control correctness criteria through lock-based techniques Sha, Rajkumar, Son, & Chang, 1991] , optimistic techniques Huang, Stankovic, Towsley, & Ramaritham, 1991] , and semantic concurrency control Garcia-Molina, 1983] . Real-time database testbeds have been developed for military applications, and in academic settings, but are not currently used widely in commercial applications.
Object-Oriented Databases. Most current work on real-time databases uses the relational data model. Recently, however, there has been signi cant work in designing objectoriented databases that introduce encapsulation of complex data types with user-de ned functions to manipulate the data and inheritance as a data de nition tool Zdonik and Maier, 1990] . We believe that these capabilities of object-oriented databases provide several advantages over relational databases for supporting real-time applications like program stock trading:
1. An object-oriented data model has better modeling capability for complex real-world data. In a relational model, elds are simple, statically typed data structures. Objectoriented data models typically allow structured data elds, as well as polymorphic and variant elds in objects of the same type. Also, the inheritance mechanism of objectoriented data models naturally provides abstraction in modeling real-world data in many applications. For example, the representation of various nancial commodoties as variations on previously-de ned commodities, as discussed in Section 3, is facilitated by the object-oriented inheritance mechanism and are naturally supported by an objectoriented data model's inheritance capabilities.
2. If there are many complex inter-related classes with few instances of each class, as there would be in a nancial database, the conception of and implementation of objectoriented data models are simpler. In a relational model, this scenario would be represented by tables with a great deal of redundant indirect information used to represent the complex relationships. In an object-oriented data model, classes and relationships are expressed in the schema typing; the actual data have a simple structure.
3. An object-oriented data model typically makes it easier to integrate constraint expression and checking as well as eliminate update anomalies as compared to relational models. This better constraint handling in an object-oriented data model is particularly important when timing constraints present in real-time databases are added.
4. The encapsulation mechanisms of an object oriented data model facilitate the enforcement of di erent concurrency control techniques within individual objects. Most current relational models, including those in real-time databases, use a form of serializability as the concurrency control correctness criteria. However, serializability is used to maintain functional consistency of data (data integrity); it is not concerned with temporal consistency of the data. Moreover, associating di erent concurrency control correctness criteria with di erent data objects, which we believe is e ective in real-time databases, is not easily supported in a relational model.
5. Methods of the object-oriented data model provide better support for manipulating complex data objects. In an object-oriented data model, it is possible to add new operations on data as a method of an object type. On the other hand, relational models have a xed set of operations on atomic data (e.g. read, write, comparison); it is typically not possible to add new operations.
Other advantages of an object-oriented data model include better modularity, facilitation of software re-use, portability, support for generic programming, program access to the schema, and a uniform design paradigm from speci cation to implementation Gupta, 1991] . Despite all of these advantages, the authors are unaware of any work done on developing real-time object-oriented databases for nancial applications.
Model Description
Our approach to providing real-time database support for index arbitrage combines the permanence of data, sharing of data, and arbitrary size of data provided by typical databases; the complex data representation, user-de ned operations, and modularity of the object-oriented data model, and the support for time-constrained data and time-constrained transactions of a real-time database, into a model for real-time object-oriented databases. We use three components to model the properties of a real-time object-oriented database schema: objects, relationships and transactions. Objects represent database entities, such as individual stocks, futures, and exchanges. Relationships represent associations among the database objects, such a portfolio that relates a collection of stocks. Transactions are executable programs which access the objects and relationships in the database. The following discussion de nes our model and applies its components to index arbitrage.
Objects. An object is de ned by hN; A; M; Ci. The component N is a unique name or identi er for the object. The component A is set of attributes, each of which is characterized by hV; Ti. V is a complex data type that represents some characteristic value of the object, and T is the time of the last update to V.
M is a set of methods which are the only means of accessing the attributes in the object.
A method is de ned by hO; ATCi, where O is a sequence of programming language statements including: conditional branching, looping, I/O, and reads and writes to the object's attributes. Since our objects have both a value and a time eld, read and write operations on attributes must read and write the time as well as the value. ATC is a set of absolute timing constraints on the execution of the statements in O; these constraints are formally de ned later in this section. C is a set of constraints which de ne the correctness of the object with respect to the system speci cation. A constraint is de ned by hPr; ERi. Pr is a predicate represented in a boolean algebra with special atoms de ned to signify the changing of an attribute (change(a)), the start time of an execution (start(e)), and the completion time of an execution (complete(e)). Execution e is a single executable entity such as a method invocation, or a O is again a sequence of programming language statements including reads and writes on the object's attributes that is executed when the constraint is violated; and ATC is again a set of absolute timing constraints on the execution of these statements. Figure 1 shows the types used in the database. Double rectangles are object types, double diamonds are relationship types.The object types for index arbitrage are COM EX (Commodity Exchange), COMMODITY , STOCK, FUTURES and BROKER. Objects are instances of the types shown in Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows an example of an object representing a stock commodity in our database model. The attributes include a price which has a value and time eld. The price can be updated or retrieved using the methods UpdatePrice and GetPrice respectively, the object and return values. The stock objects also contains constraints. Traditional data integrity constraints, such as constraining the price to be non-negative are supported; as are temporal consistency constraints, such as constraining the price of the stock to be valid for ve minutes from when it is recorded. Detailed descriptions of each of the object types in Figure 1 are provided in Appendix A.
In Figure 3 we show an object instance-level model representing brokers, commodities and exchanges in our local database to provide information for the index arbitrage. Ellipsoids Relationships. A Relationship is an object that expresses associations among other objects; it is de ned by hN; A; M; C; P; ICi. The rst four components are identical to the same components in the de nition of an object. P is the set of objects participating in the relationship. IC is a set of inter-object constraints placed on objects in the participant set.
These constraints are de ned similar to object constraints by hPr; IERi, but the predicate Pr is allowed to span multiple objects in P. IER is a set of inter-object enforcement rules used to maintain the inter-object constraints. These enforcement rules are de ned as before by hO; ATCi, however the programming language statements in O can now include invocations of methods of the objects in P. If any changes to the elements of P cause a constraint in IC to be violated, that constraint's enforcement rule is triggered.
In Figure 1 we show that a relationship type links one or more object types together (shown in the gure by using solid arrow pointing from the relationship type to the object type(s)). For example, a BROKER object type is related to a commodity exchange (COM EX) object type by a licensed at (LIC AT) relationship type. In addition to linking the two object types together, the relationship also stores information pertaining to the relationship, such as the broker's license number on the exchange. A relationship may exist between several instances of the same object type. For example, PORTFOLIO relationship type has just one link to the STOCK object type, indicating that it is a relationship among STOCK instances. Detailed descriptions of each of the relationship types in Figure 1 are provided in Appendix A.
At the instance level, in Figure 3 , we use diamond shapes to represent relationships. For example, the NY SE object is related to broker object NY B1 by a Licensed At relationship called NY Lic1. Other relationships are: Listed At which has instances NY L1 : : : NY Ln and C L1 : : : C Li between commodities and their exchange, and S&P500 which is an instance of the PORTFOLIO relationship type. Since relationships are objects, they may contain: attributes, such as the license number; methods, that may invoke methods of the related objects; and constraints that may span the related objects, such as a constraint that the broker may only trade on exchanges at which he is licensed.
Transactions. Updates and queries to the database are supported by transactions. In a traditional database system, a transaction is de ned as a partial order of database operations terminated by a commit or abort operation. Typically, two desired properties are atomicity, which requires that either the e ect of all actions in the transaction are re ected in the database or none are, and exclusivity which ensures that no other concurrent transaction interferes. Our model of transactions is patterned after the Real-Time Concurrency (RTC) process model presented by Wolfe, Davidson, and Lee 1993] , in that atomicity and exclusivity can be enforced through the use of constraints on parts of the transaction, but they are not required on the entire transaction. This relaxation of typical transaction properties allows more exibility in creating real-time transactions ].
In our model, a transaction is characterized by hMI; Ci. MI is a set of method invocations on one or more objects and/or relationships in the database. C is a set of constraints placed on the execution of these method invocations de ned again by hPr; ERi. Some of the types of constraints that may be placed on a transaction follow. Exclusive constraints specify that a set of method invocations, M MI, of the transaction must be executed without interruption from any con icting methods of other transactions. Let m be any method invocation in M, and n be any method invocation not in M that con icts with a method invocation in M. The predicate of an exclusive constraint is expressed as: (start(n) = 1) _ (complete(n) < start(m)) _ (complete(m) < start(n)) Atomic constraints on a set of method invocations, M MI, specify that every method invocation in M is executed or no method invocation in M is executed. This requirement is expressed with the predicate: (8 m2M complete(m) 6 = 1) _ (8 m2M ; start(m) = 1).
Absolute timing constraints specify that execution is to be performed within a certain time frame. We use a temporal scope to de ne absolute timing constraints: hE; sa; sb; di where E is a set of executions, sa is an absolute earliest start time, sb is an absolute latest start time and d is an absolute latest complete time (deadline). The predicate for an absolute timing constraint is: 8 e2E ((sa start(e) sb)^(complete(e) d)).
In the case of absolute timing constraints on transactions or inter-object enforcement rules, E is a set of method invocations. For object methods and enforcement rules, E is a set of programming language statements including reads and writes of attributes.
Simultaneous constraints specify that a set of method invocations, M MI, must start executing within the same time interval. This constraint predicate is expressed as: 8 m i ;m j 2M (start(m i ) = start(m j ) ), there is a small time value.
Any collection of method calls generated by the investor's program or by the automated update facilities tied to the quotation company's reporting system can be realized in a transaction. In particular, Section 4 describes how the index arbitrage with guaranteed quotations can be supported by a transaction using a timed atomic commitment protocol in this real-time object-oriented database.
Inheritance. In the traditional object-oriented paradigm, inheritance is the mechanism used to de ne objects as extensions of previously de ned objects. A sub-type in the inheritance hierarchy inherits all of the properties of all of its super-types and may add its own properties as well. Traditionally, inheritance applies only to attributes and methods. In our model, we extend this notion to include constraints, enforcement rules, and the added features of a relationship. We also support another feature of inheritance known as substitutability Zdonik & Maier, 1990] , which allows us to treat an instance of an object as an instance of any of its super-types. In other words, an instance of a sub-type may be used in contexts where one of its super-types is expected. Referring to Figure 1 , a dotted line represents that one object type is derived from another object type using inheritance. for instance, a STOCK object type is derived (indicated by IS A) from a COMMODITY object type. The child object type (STOCK) inherits all of the attributes, methods, and constraints from the parent object type (COMMODITY ); it also adds its own special properties.
Timed Atomic Commitment For Index Arbitrage
We now show how a technique called timed atomic commitment can be realized using a transaction of our real-time object-oriented database model to perform index arbitrage. We rst summarize the de nition of timed atomic commitment and describe a set of real-time programming language constructs that we use to express psuedo-code for the transaction. These constructs support capabilities of transactions in our model by expressing timing, exclusive, atomic, and precedence constraints on object method invocations. We use the psuedo-code to express a transaction that performs a timed atomic commitment for index arbitrage and discuss its correctness. The full transaction psuedo-code appears in Appendix B.
De nition of Timed Atomic Commitment
Atomic commitment requires that a set of participants (transactions) either all decide to commit or all decide to abort. It is a problem that has been studied extensively, has a clean de nition, and has a range of provably correct protocols for its implementation Bernstein et al., 1986] . However, it is impossible to realize a correct atomic commitment under a deadline. If a processor fails before a decision has been reached and remains down until after the deadline, it may be impossible for any processor to reach a decision. Furthermore, if a processor fails before completing the decided upon action, it may be down until after the deadline and obviously cannot complete the action. Even if processors don't fail, message loss alone causes timed atomic commitment to be impossible. This fact follows easily from the \Two General's Paradox" Gray, 1979 ; pp394{481], which states that there can be no xed length protocol for non-trivial agreement between two or more processes if messages can be lost. Since reasonable operating environments include message loss and processor failure, traditional atomic commitment cannot be extended to observe a deadline. Therefore, the de nition of timed atomic commitment (TAC) modi ed the de nition of traditional atomic Figure 4 shows a model of the process followed by participants in a timed atomic commitment. When the TAC commences, a global clock is initiated to measure the deadline for completion, D. Each participant goes through three phases: a vote phase, at the end of which it produces a vote of YES or NO; a decision phase, at the end of which it produces the decision, COMMIT or ABORT; and a performance phase, during which it performs the decided upon action and records the outcome in its local state. The vote indicates the participant's perception of its ability to commit: a YES vote is a promise to commit if the decision is made to commit; a NO vote means it cannot promise to commit. The local state of a participant is initially EXCEPTION, and cannot be altered after the TAC ends at deadline D.
Informally, in a \perfect" operating environment, the goal of TAC is to guarantee that, at deadline D, either all participants have local states of COMMIT, or all participants have local states of ABORT. Furthermore, a COMMIT outcome is preferable to an ABORT outcome. To reach a COMMIT outcome, every participant must vote YES and decide to COMMIT. Additionally, the commit actions must be successfully performed by deadline D. To reach an ABORT outcome, some participant must vote NO, and thus all participants decide to ABORT; aborting (which may include performing restoring actions) must also be successfully performed by D.
Unfortunately, actual operating environments are not perfect and include faults. For example, local clocks may be skewed (e.g. a variation between the investor's clock and the broker's clock), messages may be delayed or even lost, processes may not be able to execute on a processor when they need to, and execution may take longer than expected. Any of these factors may cause some participant to have a local state of EXCEPTION after the TAC, i.e., be unable to vote, decide, or perform the decided upon action by deadline D. However, most operating environments o er \guarantees": for example, local clocks are synchronized to within a constant , and delivery time of messages has an upper bound . If the operating environment does not maintain a stated guarantee, we say that a fault has occurred. When faults occur, we allow the TAC to indicate an EXCEPTION outcome.
We now specify what it means to perform correct timed atomic commitment. Criteria 1 and 2 de ne logical consistency of TAC, while Criterion 3 requires the local state to be determined at D. Criterion 4 de nes minimal \success" requirements: Criterion 4b requires the decision to be COMMIT if there are no faults and all participants vote YES; this invalidates trivial protocols that arbitrarily force the decision to be ABORT. Criteria 2 and 4a together imply that a decision must be made to ABORT rather than remaining EXCEPTION if there are no faults and some participant votes NO; this eliminates trivial protocols that allow a process to remain undecided. Criteria 4c and 4d require that, in the absence of faults, the decided upon action must be successfully completed and recorded in the local state by D.
Note that in addition to the \all-commit" or \all-abort" outcomes of traditional atomic commitment, there are three other combinations of local states in a TAC: 1) all exceptional; 2) some committed, some exceptional; and 3) some aborted, some exceptional. This increased number of outcomes is due to the distinction between the EXCEPTION state and the ABORT state. In the example, an ABORT state implies that the index arbitrage was not carried out and the investor has not lost money. In an EXCEPTION state, the participant may have partially performed commit or abort actions; e.g., one part of the buy/sell may have been completed by the deadline while the other was not. The EXCEPTION state indicates that the system may be inconsistent, and that recovery should be performed.
In the index arbitrage example, it is not enough that the participants establish their own local states by deadline D; the investor's transaction must know all of the local states by D so that it can determine if the arbitrage was successful. We therefore extend the de nition of timed atomic commitment with a calling transaction that initiates the TAC by sending out the start messages, measures D on its clock, and establishes the outcome of the TAC by D. The TAC protocol that we employ in our index arbitrage example is based on this extended de nition.
Transaction Programming Language
We express the timed atomic commitment in the index arbitrage example with psuedo-code that utilizes the RTC real-time programming language constructs . These constructs consist of a small set of orthogonal primitives that express timing and consistency constraints naturally and explicitly by specifying a set of method invocation statements. Block statements are used to express precedence orderings, concurrency constraints, and timing constraints.
Method Invocation Statements. An RTC method invocation statement may either be synchronous (denoted by action) or asynchronous (denoted by action&), and must indicate the object and method being invoked. With a synchronous method invocation statement, the calling transaction waits for the invoked method to complete. A calling transaction does not wait for an asynchronously invoked method to complete. Completion of an asynchronously invoked method can be indicated by using an event variable (discussed below); the run-time system sets the event variable's value to be the completion time of the invoked method. For example, in the investor's transaction of Appendix B, all method invocations are asynchronous. The statement \action& C SP500.GetPrice(Price1)" invokes the method to get a price from the representation of the SP500 future on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange; the price is returned in parameter Price1.
Timing Constraints. Timing constraints are speci ed using the RTC timing block construct, which constrains explicitly the earliest start time, latest start time, maximum execution time, and completion time of statements in the block. Timing expressions can be formed using arithmetic operations, maximum functions, and minimum functions involving time and event types. An event has absolute time values that are established in three ways: 1) a signal statement by a transaction or method, which causes the current absolute time to be assigned to the event variable; 2) a clear statement by a transaction or method, which sets the event variable to an in nite absolute time; or 3) the run-time system signaling an event associated with the completion of an asynchronous method invocation.
The timing block construct after constrains the earliest start time, while before constrains the latest start time; by is used to indicate the deadline. All of these constructs include an expression of absolute time. If some statement in the timing block has not started by the time speci ed in the before constraint, the statement is not started and an E START exception handler becomes ready. If the timing block has not completed by the speci ed deadline, then the current execution is aborted and an E DEADLINE exception handler becomes ready. Most parts of a timing block are optional.
Method Invocation Precedence Ordering. Flexible expression of precedence constraints (concurrency) within transactions and between transactions is supported using a combination of events, synchronous and asynchronous method invocations, along with earliest start time constraints. For example, concurrency within a transaction is expressed using asynchronous method invocations to \fork" o concurrent method invocations. Then, later in the transaction, the earliest start time constraint (after) can be used to \join" execution by requiring that the transaction wait for a subset of the spawned method invocations to complete. For example, the investor's transaction in Appendix B. expresses the following precedence constraints: C SP500.GetPrice C B1.GetGuaranteedQuote C B1.Buy (or sell) NY SP500. Guaranteed Constraints. We de ne a method invocation a to be ready at time t if and only if executing it at t meets all precedence and absolute timing constraints. Using this notion, a guaranteed block (denoted by guaranteed { end guaranteed) speci es that each statement and method invocation in the block must execute at the earliest time that it is ready, and continue to execute without interruption until it is completed. This means that no delays due to contention for resources may occur in the transaction or the methods that the transaction invokes while the transaction is in the guaranteed block.
Exclusive Execution Constraints. To ensure that no other transaction in the database manipulates an object involved in the index arbitrage while it is being performed, the investor's transaction uses an exclusive block (denoted by exclusive { end exclusive). The meaning of the block is that no method that is incompatible with any method invocation in the exclusive block may be executed by another transaction after the exclusive block starts and before it completes.
Multiple Constraints. Multiple constraints are expressed by nesting blocks. The semantics of nested blocks are a composition of the semantics of the individual blocks, thus allowing the expression of multiple constraints on parts of transactions. If exceptions are raised simultaneously in several nested blocks, only the \outermost" violated block handles the exception.
Index Arbitrage Timed Atomic Commitment
When the system in our application decides to pursue an index arbitrage, it issues a transaction to perform a TAC. The transaction follows a protocol based on a centralized timed two-phase commit protocol for TAC presented in Davidson, et al., 1991] . That protocol uses intermediate timing constraints and resource reservations to meet the TAC correctness criteria. Since we make no assumptions about the underlying system being able to provide such capabilities, we will express the index arbitrage transaction's requirements using . G e t G u a r a n t e e d Q u o t e 3 R e t u r n G u a r a n t e e d Q u o t e 2 ' C _ B 1 . G e t G u a r a n t e e d RTC-based psuedo-code and show that it expresses a correct index arbitrage in our real-time object-oriented database model. In our solution, the index arbitrage transaction is the coordinator that initiates the TAC; the participants are the database BROKER objects that the transaction uses. The system regularly (e.g. every minute) starts the index arbitrage transaction which fetches price information for the futures contract (C SP500.GetPrice) and the underlying stocks (NY SP500.GetPrice) from the respective exchanges. When the prices are collected, the transaction computes the price di erence. If the di erence is more than the carrying cost plus the transaction cost, the transaction as coordinator requests votes from the participants by calling a vote action for each participant (C B1.GetGuaranteedQuote and NY B2.GetGuaranteedQuote). Each \vote" represents a guaranteed quotation from a broker and includes the price and the volume of the portfolio, the deadline to vote, and the expiration time of the quotation. The transaction waits for the vote actions to return and then decides either to commit by invoking buy and sell actions, or to abort. Figure 5 shows the investor's transaction as it would appear with the instance-level model of the database from Figure 3 of Section 3. The lines from the transaction to the objects represent method calls, the lines from the objects to the transaction represent return parameters. These messages are numbered to indicate the order in which they are sent.
This timed atomic commitment solution imposes intermediate timing constraints on its phases to ensure that the correctness criteria of Section 4.1 are met. Of particular importance are a latest start time for the transaction to ensure the TAC has a chance of completing correctly, a deadline by which a participant must vote, and a deadline by which the transaction To derive these timing constraints, we assume that the worst case execution time of all parts of the program are known. Figure 6 shows a timeline with execution times and intermediate deadlines for the investor's interaction with a broker. Appendix B outlines the RTC psuedo-code used to perform a TAC. Let D be the absolute deadline for performing the TAC. We assume that the worst case execution times are as follows:
i is the maximum execution time needed for a participant P i (a broker), to receive the method invocation from the transaction, carry out the commit (buy or sell) or abort action, and indicate its completion to the transaction, measured on P i 's clock.
amax is the largest of all of the participants' i 's.
vmax is the maximum time it takes any participant to execute a guaranteed quotation (vote) method invocation.
c is the maximum execution time needed for the transaction to call the two asynchronous method invocations, and initialize the decision variable.
d is the maximum execution time needed for the transaction to receive noti cation of the two events being signaled, compute the maximum, resume the statements following the after clause, determine the votes, and test for YES vote.
s is the maximum execution time needed for the transaction to test or set the value of a variable and then invoke the two asynchronous methods. f is the maximum execution time needed for the transaction to receive noti cation of the two events being signaled, compute the maximum, resume the statements following Although not explicitly shown in the code of Appendix B, before starting a TAC, the transaction will use a before clause of a timing block before the code in Appendix B to ensure that it starts the TAC in su cient time (time S) to invoke vote methods so that all participants reach a decision. After invoking vote methods, the transaction uses an after clause in a timing block to wait to receive return arguments from the participants. When it receives all return arguments, it determines the vote from the arguments. If all votes were YES, the transaction decides COMMIT and enters a no-except block to ensure that all commit actions are invoked. However, if intermediate deadline DEC expires before the transaction decides, or if any vote was NO, the transaction decides ABORT and invokes abort actions in the participants. After invoking the decidedupon methods, the transaction uses an after clause to wait for events to be signaled indicating that these method invocations have completed. Once all events have been signaled, the transaction updates the corresponding global state vector entries. If deadline D expires before all of these events have been signaled, the global state vector retains its initial EXCEPTION values.
Correctness of TAC-based Index Arbitrage. To show that this index arbitrage solution meets the TAC correctness criteria, we present informal arguments for each criteria.
From the construction of the code in Appendix B , it is obvious that the transaction either invokes both buy/sell methods or neither, so it invokes the same action (COMMIT/ABORT) in all participants (TAC Criterion 1). TAC Criterion 2's requirement that the decision be COMMIT only if all participants vote YES is obvious because the index arbitrage transaction invokes the buy/sell (COMMIT) action only if all \votes" were YES.
In order to reason about meeting intermediate deadlines and the deadline D of Criteria 3 and 4, we must make two observations. First, if there are no faults, any message sent at time t on the sender's clock is guaranteed to arrive by t + + on the receiver's clock. Second, if there are no faults, then the method invocation (decision) message arrives at each broker by D p ? amax , measured on the broker's clock. This second observation relies on the fact that the transaction has su cient time to get to where it can make a decision (i.e. D does not expire before it can reach a decision). This fact follows from the RTC before timing block clause enclosing the TAC and ensuring that the TAC starts by S = DEC ? c . By the de nition of c , all vote method invocations must be sent by intermediate deadline DEC, so a transaction must get to the point where it can make a decision by DEC. Consequently, it is enough to show that in the absence of faults the decision method is invoked by DEC + s , because the rst observation ensures that the invocation message arrives at each broker by DEC + s + + = D p ? amax on that broker's clock. The transaction's RTC timing block with a deadline of DEC ensures that invocations of decided upon methods start by DEC, and, by the de nition of s , complete by DEC + s .
The broker is guaranteed to reach a decision (Criterion 4a) because 1) the decision message arrives at a broker by D p ? amax , 2) the broker is guaranteed to execute when it is ready, and 3) amax includes execution time to receive the decision. To show TAC Criteria 4b and 4c, assume that there are no faults and each broker votes YES. This assumption implies that each broker must have sent its vote message by V measured on its clock. So, every vote message must arrive at the transaction by V + + = DEC ? d , measured on the transaction's clock. The de nition of d guarantees that the transaction can receive all vote return arguments and decide to commit by DEC, which means it will invoke the buy/sell methods, which is committing (Criterion 4a). Also, since 1) the decision message arrives at each broker by D p ? amax , 2) each broker is guaranteed to execute when it is ready, and 3) 
System Development and Implementation
We have implemented a prototype database that supports objects and relationships such as those described in this paper. The SORAC (Semantic Objects Relationships And Constraints) database research project at the University of Rhode Island Doherty, Peckham, & Wolfe, 1993] captures the objects and relationships of our model by combining features of the object-oriented Zdonik & Maier, 1990] and semantic data models Peckham & Maryanski, 1988] . The SORAC data model maintains object-oriented principles: encapsulation of structure and behavior together in data objects; information hiding; and unique, but perhaps complex object identity. It also adds the capability for user-de ned relationships among object types Doherty, et al., 1993] . To capture the model, we developed an object-oriented data de nition language for de ning objects and relationships. A compiler translates these object and relationship de nitions into code that executes on the Ontos commercial object-oriented database system.
Our current real-time object-oriented database (RT-SORAC) testbed is a main-memory database implementation of the SORAC database, which follows our real-time object-oriented database model of Section 3. The RT-SORAC system is implemented on the Lynx realtime operating system Gallmestier & Lanier, 1991] , which is compliant with the proposed IEEE and ISO POSIX 1003.4a real-time operating system standard IEEE P1003.4a Working Group, 1992] . We have extended Lynx's POSIX 1003.4 (limited) real-time scheduling capabilities to provide dynamic earliest-deadline-rst scheduling of transactions and method invocations Senerchia, 1993] .
We are currently developing a transaction system for our prototype real-time objectoriented database. A major focus of this e ort is an extension of the standard SQL query language with capabilities to support objects Gallagher, 1992] and real-time properties Wolfe & Cingiser, 1992] as the interface to generate transactions. Many of the features of the RTC language constructs that we used to describe the index arbitrage example are supported in this real-time SQL extension, such as explicit timing constraints. Once the SQL transaction system is complete, its ability to express and support enforcement of the TAC solution to index arbitrage in a real-time object-oriented database for program stock trading will be an important indication of the e ectiveness of the language and the new database technology presented in this paper.
Summary and Future Work
This paper has described a new database technology: real-time object-oriented databases, and how it can be used to support an system for program stock trading. We have shown how the object-oriented data model is e ective for modeling complex data types, such as individual stocks, and the relationships among data types, such as a portfolio collection. We have also shown how our model can e ectively specify real-time constraints of perishable data such as timing constraints on \current" stock prices and volumes. Moreover, we utilized the real-time features of our model to express an illustrative index arbitrage transaction that follows a real-time database protocol called timed atomic commitment. This protocol proved to be an elegant way to handle the time-constrained, all-or-nothing characteristic of an index arbitrage. The real-time object-oriented database support for time-constrained data and the ability to express intermediate deadlines on transactions facilitated this creation of a general algorithm for time-constrained index arbitrage.
Our future work includes integrating the prototype RT-SORAC real-time object-oriented database system to actual quotation services so that price and volume data is automatically updated. Since to our knowledge there are no automated guaranteed quotation services currently available, we must simulate that input into the index arbitrage. With this system, we will be able to accurately perform time-constrained index arbitrage applications.
We are also extending the RT-SORAC system with support for user-de ned real-time semantic concurrency control where each object in the system controls concurrency among its own methods Wolfe & Cingiser, 1993] . In addition, we are developing an SQL-based query interface that supports both the object and real-time properties of RT-SORAC.
Appendix A: Detailed Model of Example
This appendix describes types for objects in the index arbitrage example. A full description is impractical due to excessive details, but important features of the example are presented. Key: N = name of type; A = attributes; M = methods; C = constraints; P = set of participant types in a relationship type IC = inter-object constraints in a relationship type (See model of Section 3).
Exchange Object Type. An Exchange Object type represents a commodity exchange, which is a place where investors (individual investors, institutional investors, speculators, arbitrageur etc.) can trade commodities through brokers. At the instance level, a Commodity Exchange can be a market place trading a variety of commodities, like the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). The CME is a futures exchange that trades on agricultural commodities, foreign currencies, interest rates and stock indices, its trading value exceeded $50 trillion in 1992. A Commodity Exchange can also be an exchange specialized in trading a particular product line -stocks, like New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). The NYSE is an exchange trading over 1,700 leading companies' shares form around the world, the trading value in 1991 was $1.52 trillion.
The Exchange Object type has attributes Total Price, Total Volume, Name of Brokers, etc., which should be updated periodically. To specify the temporal consistency of these data items, timing constraints are placed on the object indicating when the attributes must be updated. For instance, the timing constraint on the Total Volume attribute has a predicate that states Total Volume.Time < Now -15 min and the corresponding enforcement rule marks the Total Volume as invalid if the constraint is violated. The Object also has logical constraints; for instance, we enforce that Total Volume cannot be negative. This assertion is speci ed with the predicate Total Volume.Value 0 and an enforcement rule that denies any update that makes this predicate false. The Total Price attribute is derived from the Total Volume, so we express a logical constraint with predicate Change(Volume) => Change (Price), and the enforcement rule that computes a new value of Total Price when the Total Volume attribute is changed. The method UpdateTotalPrice(Commodity Group) writes total price and is called by a transaction generated by an index arbitrage monitor subsystem. .
